KITCHEN EDIT PROMOTION

STAND
OUT STYLE

Kitchen Design Manager Alison Hornby at
Oceans Kitchens and Bathrooms guides
us through creating a stylish luxury kitchen
using a mix of natural materials and finishes

Our brief was to create a sociable luxury kitchen ideal for
entertaining in a Welsh Slate topped stone walled barn
conversion.
I consider us fortunate because we have such a good
relationship with Rempp Küchen that we can ask them to
manufacture any bespoke furniture that a design requires, if I
can draw it, Rempp will make it. This kitchen installation is
certainly a case in point.
We are seeing an increase in demand for a variety of finishes
enabling the kitchen to feel more like a piece of furniture.
Well-designed high-quality kitchens from Germany offer a
different perspective on how a kitchen should look and function.
For us to fulfill our client’s brief it was necessary for us to make
one large area by knocking the existing kitchen and dining room
into one.
This kitchen features furniture in 3 different finishes, Toronto
Matt Lacquer in White Alpin, Stone Veneer in Slate Black and
Arco Timber Veneer in Wild Oak Honey all from Rempp. The
breakfast bar and table are made from solid Danish oak and the
worktops are Quartz.

To emphasize the contemporary style of this stunning kitchen
the furniture doors have a continuous stainless-steel rail and
for convenience pop-up power sockets are built into the
worktops. The copper tones in the doors compliment the copper
downlights sourced by our client.
The layout makes a fantastic space which is perfect for
entertaining and cooking at the same time, long gone are the
days of nipping into the kitchen to check on the food then
nipping back into the lounge to pick up the conversation from
where you left off, cooking has become a sociable event.

Oceans Kitchens and Bathrooms have been supplying luxury
kitchens and bathrooms of the highest quality to their discerning
clients since 2003. We take each project we do personally attention to detail is uppermost in our minds.
Oceans Kitchens and Bathrooms, 24 Chester Road
Buckley, CH7 3AE, 01244 541 482,
oceanskitchensandbathrooms.co.uk
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